Air Vision,
Determination of the Aeraulic characteristics of a family
fan.
When a fan manufacturer answer to a price request for which the requested flow and pressure are important, or
when the fans has to be designed according a technical specification file, it is therefore not possible to group all his
range in a simple catalog, because it may looks an encyclopedia.
We are then referring to the test of a prototype with an impeller diameter from 800 to 1000 mm. Based on it, we can
design several other size machines changing all the dimensions in the same ratio of the main elements of the fan
(impeller width, casing…) and keeping the same shape and same blades units, the same casing spiral, … It is clear
that several prototypes are necessary, each prototype representing a fan family, in order to answer to the various
ratio flow/pressure requested on the market.

According the requested values Flow/Pressure, we apply the
basic Aeraulic laws (called also “similarity rules” or
“homothetic laws”) in order to find the appropriate size to the
requested point (flow/pressure)

Therefore, without being complicated, in the same fan family, the values flow (Q), pressure (H) and power (P) will
be evolving as following, when we switch from an impeller diameter d1 to d2, a rotational speed N1 to N2 and/or a
density r1 to r2 :

Q2 = Q1 x N2/N1 x (d2/d1)³ *
H2 = H1 x (N2/N1)² x (d2/d1)² x r2 / r1 *
P2 = P1 x (N2/N1)³x (d2/d1)5 x r2 / r1 *
The determination of the prototype curve is done on a bench test defined by a norm describing the bench
characteristics and the procedure to apply. Historically, each country was using its own norm, this is why the
manufacturer are referring to a DIN, NF, NBN …
As example, we describe here shortly the DIN 24163 which allows testing big fan in the workshop, before delivery,
when this test is requested by the client.
The bench consists in a pipe installed at the inlet of the fan, equipped with a calibrated suction cone and a brace on
which are successively stored metal grids with a decreasing mesh size (" twistscreen ") simulating a loss load more
and more important. Therefore we can move on the various working points of the fan curve. The measurement of
the static pressure Dp0 will give an image of the flow, while the Dpst will give the static pressure at the inlet fan.
Besides these values, the speed, absorbed current, the temperature and the atmospheric pressure will be
measured during the test.
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In order to save time and to keep the subject clear, we can apply the following formula for each working point in
regard to the specific twistscreen used.
Q = a. d0² p/4 . √ (2.g . Dp0 / r0)

Flow :

a (flow coefficient) = 0,93 / 0,98 according the inlet cone installed
r0 = density of the air calculated at the barometric pressure and at the temperature during the test
Total pressure :

D pt = D pst2 - D pst1 + (pdyn2 - pdyn1)

•

D pst2 and D pst1 are respectively the static pressure at outlet and inlet. Here pst2 = 0 because we are at
the atmosphere for the outlet.

•

pdyn2 and pdyn1 are respectively the dynamic pressure at the inlet and outlet, calculated by the formula
r v²/2g from the air speed v at the inlet and outlet. Those speeds are calculated ( v=Q/ (d²p /4)) once the
corresponding flow is known.

Power at the shaft:

P = √3.U.I.cos f . hmot . htrans

•

U = supply voltage and I = Absorbed current

•

hmot . htrans = efficiency combined from motor and transmission (the efficiency of a belt transmission
may differ from 0.9 et 0.95)

Each triplet (Q, H, P) collected is then reported in a general chart where we can see the curve H=fct(Q) and
P=fct(Q), but having first converted each value to a set speed and density using the formula marked with a *.
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